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Abstract.
Teaching materials not only contain text and pictures but have a learning material
organization that can build higher-order thinking skills. Teaching materials contain the
organizational structure of the sequence of student activities. This research aimed to
design ’climatology’ teaching materials that can hone critical and creative thinking
skills. Teaching material products were designed to include the preparation of material
with a compilation format based on ACAR (activation, confirmation, activities, and
resume), which comes from brain-based learning theory. The teaching materials were
validated, tested, and implemented in field learning. The results of the evaluation
showed that students were able to use the materials to master the concepts used to
solve problems. This showed that the ACAR learning model design effectively helped
to hone students’ critical and creative thinking skills.
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preliminary knowledge. Based on the initial knowledge of students, they construct
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knowledge through the process of assimilation [1] and mutual assimilation [2]. Teaching
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material invites students to dialogue in their brains and to construct their knowledge as
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constructivism Piaget [3]. Student dialogue independently involves the work of the brain
to be able to answer itself with the support of various sources of information including
open source.
The teaching materials include content, format, and layout. The content is adjusted
for specific subjects; the format contains a structured order of presentation, and layouts contain an organized mode of presentation of text and image layouts. Illustrated
teaching materials can strengthen the self-centered internal dialogue between text and
images. Images can animate analogous ideas. Images can provide direct experiences.
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They prove images as a visual elaboration to be very effective [4] and can visualize verbal
information written with holistic symbols and visual patterns [5]. Images in teaching
materials can be recalled [6]. Format concerns the design of structured learning based
on the way the brain learns [7]. They design the format of teaching materials and layouts
based on brain-based learning theory which procedurally activates the workings of the
brain. Learning starts from the activation of the brain to activate neurons, then is ready to
carry out thought processes, such as critical thinking, and creativity. Teaching materials
in the form of textbooks have implications for the activation of the brain in the form of
readings or images so that the eye is the main sensory.
The writing of existing teaching materials has not been patterned in the format of its
preparation. Teaching material is dominated by informative texts, without encouraging
students to think. Teaching materials do not yet present examples of phenomena that
occur in nature and society. Teaching materials without reinforcing the concept and
cannot measure the progress of learning. Students want teaching materials that are
suitable for their world, in the era of digital communication. Progress in the 21st century
suggests several attributes that must be mastered by students such as curiosity and
creativity, rational thinking and problem-solving tactics, leadership and influence skills,
effective interaction and conversation skills, examining and manipulating information
skills [8] [9]. Students in their digital age have developed a ’cultural brain’, a brain formed
by their constant exposure to digital bombardment which is their daily experience [10].
Model ACAR (Activation, Confirmation, Activities, and Resume) developed in the
writing of teaching materials based on brain-based learning. We can see the ACAR
model in the presentation formats that are patterned on each topic. Activation as an
initial step to open students’ minds through their current existence, can be through a
conversation mode or a story presentation related to the topic. Confirmation provides
opportunities for students to take an active role in determining learning objectives on
related topics. The goals that have been submitted so that it becomes a commitment
to achieve them together. Activities contain a series of activities starting from reading
concepts that contain reasoning that must be linked to the memory so that the brain is
always working and learning. The resume provides a brief review of what students have
learned and so that students gain reinforcement on the concepts they have learned.
The design of teaching materials about the climatology can provide literacy in the
mindset of students about the concept and its implementation in social life. Students
are enriched cognitively through various sources on climate change, global warming,
extreme weather, and their effects on life. The ACAR model invites students to argue
about solving cases and provide ideas for solving them. In the end, students can be
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inspired to think critically and creatively about how to adapt to climate change. Student
inspiration can be stored permanently in its long- term memory so that it can be used
in other cases

1.1. ACAR Model
Learning design is defined as a systematic procedure developed for substantial learning improvement [11] and for creating effective learning [12]. The design of teaching
materials follows a systematic procedure as in the development of learning designs.
The ACAR model as a teaching material design is inspired by the seven steps of
learning Sousa [5] and Smith referred to by Salmiza [13]. ACAR as an abbreviation
of Activation, Confirmation, Activities, and Resume. Activation in the model ACAR is
intended to stimulate the memory processor system (prior knowledge). Activation in
writing teaching materials on topic ’climate impact on life’ takes place at the beginning
of the topic opening in the form of a presentation of the conversation of several people
related to the topic to be written [3]. This form of conversation as a cognitive footing for
the activation of neurons does their job of activating other neurons in brain elements.
The function of neurons as the recipient and sender of information. Neurons send
information through electrical signals, which move from cell to cell through synapses,
triggering the release of neurotransmitters. There are about 100 billion neurons in
the brain, each with massive connections to other neurons [14]. Presentation of the
appropriate context before the story can increase understanding and recall of ideas
[4]. Sousa [5] opens with a topic sentence statement or expert opinion related to the
topic that was studied. Activation helps students make connections or as a cognitive
foothold between their own knowledge and experiences and new information learned.
This connection can motivate students to continue learning the content of teaching
materials [15].
Confirmation in the model A-CAR is modifying the second step of Salmiza [13], namely
’clarify the outcomes and paint the big picture’, but confirmation intended to convey
the purpose is different. The difference in the confirmation, the purpose of writing
in the teaching materials, while clarifying the outcomes and painting the big picture
presented in class. At confirmation, students can add themselves to teaching materials,
then become a joint commitment. Confirmation of the goal needs to be written and
become a joint commitment, because the goal is an important aspect of learning [7],
and as the second element in the format of the preparation of teaching materials.
In his book entitled ’Instructional Technology & Media for Learning’[16], put shortly
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i16.12190
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learning objectives for each chapter before a description of the material or prior learning
activity. Placement of learning goals before learning activities provides direction for
concentration, attention flow [4], and improving performance [7]. Interest can also be a
challenge that must be faced because learning is enhanced by challenge and inhibited
by threat [17].
Activities contain learning activities as a third step in the format of writing teaching
materials that contain the learning process of the content of learning materials. Activities
start from reading text, reading graphics, reading tables, interpreting pictures, doing
internet links, doing assignments, answering questions, making questions, and taking
notes. Learning activities are directed at finding main ideas, using reading strategies
that they believe can achieve goal [3], and triggering brain work to be able to think
critically and creatively. Learning activities to build brain work dynamically supported
by the application of concepts to get the benefits of the concept. Schunk [3] places the
application of concepts at each end of learning activities. Sousa [5] places practitioner
space as a concept application at the end of each learning activity. Caine & Caine [17]
provides the principle that the ’humans understand and remember best when facts and
skills are embedded in natural, spatial memory’.
The resume becomes the fourth step and the final step of the A-CAR model referring
to the sixth step of Salmiza [13], namely: review for students’ retention but the seventh
step previewing the next topic is not referenced because the next topic risks confusing
students. Textbooks are written by Schunk [3], Reed [4] Sousa [5] and Smaldino [16],
each place a resume at the end of learning activities or the end of concept application.
Resumes provide the effect of reinforcing concepts, retention, and facilitating memory
recall.

1.2. Critical and Creative Thinking
The ability to think critically shows someone’s maturity, they are tough and don’t
give up easily, so they can solve their life’s problems. Critical thinking shows one’s
readiness to respond and reflect on problems. Students think critically when they reflect
on what they have achieved and when they evaluate these achievements against
the appropriate criteria [18]. The National Council for Excellence in Critical Thinking
(NCECT) states that critical thinking is defined as an active and skilled process of
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating information gathered
from observations, experiences, reflections, reasoning, or communication, as a guide
for beliefs and actions [19]. Critical thinking is the process of applying reasoned thinking
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i16.12190
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[20], precise and systematic [21]. More clearly the opinion of Liebler [22] takes Richard
Paul’s opinion that critical thinking is thinking about thinking, while thinking to make
thinking better. So the ability to think critically is an activity of the brain to respond,
converge based on knowledge and experience in real time.
The ability to think creatively occurs when students are fully involved in learning, they
are confident to make speculations and statements and feel empowered to articulate
their learning to others around them [18]. The image of creative thinking is not like
an umbrella before it rains, but a form of response that challenges his mind because
there is no umbrella when it rains. They apply solutions, when there are no solutions,
to creative thinking [23]. Creative thinking leads to new insights, new approaches, fresh
perspectives, and new ways to understand things [24]. The main thoughts are not on
the umbrella but on how to avoid getting rained on. The choice of solution item has
occurred in his mind, and the closer the personal relationship is to the creative thought
item, the more likely the student will produce more creative ideas [25]. Creative thinking
can be disrupted when thinking about getting wet due to the rain and its benefits when
he gets to his destination. Then the goal must be an attraction, is it fun, or is there
something that attracts attention. So, creative thinking does not occur if motivation
does not support it [26]. Creative thinking not only produces ideas, but also makes
judgments about those ideas [27] and is ’thinking outside the box’[28].
Critical and creative thinking are interdependencies. Bloom incorporates creation in
the highest cognitive level, producing unfamiliar patterns or structures by divergent
thinking [5]. Creativity implies that solutions are not only true but also unique, useful
[29] effective in various situations. Creativity requires cognitive abilities, such as effective control of working memory, ongoing attention, cognitive flexibility, and conformity
assessment derived from the prefrontal cortex [4]. Creativity, as a cognitive activity that
generates new insights into the problem and not limited to the results of pragmatic [6].

2. Method
A-CAR as a model of the organization of teaching materials designed using development
research. Development research is procedurally oriented to the needs of students
through initial analysis to determine the design. Design in the form of written procedures
based on logical and scientific reasons about how learning can improve students’
thinking abilities. Designs that have been validated later developed to the exact shape
in the form of teaching materials constructive in which includes how to learn through
a systematic procedure. Each topic is preceded by questions as brain activation, as
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i16.12190
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well as when studying certain topics in it also invites students to think critically, and
creatively. At the end of the topic, there is a resume to reinforce the concept.
The trials carried out on students to obtain feedback and compliance of design with
the way they think. The design of teaching materials that have been validated and
revised to become a design of teaching materials that are feasible and implemented to
obtain student responses to the design of teaching materials. The research model development is de science of models Borg & Gall for optimization of intervention (Figure 1).
The development research steps include preliminary research, need analysis, literature
review, analysis of existing teaching material, teaching material design, tryout, expert
judgment, revisions, final product, implementation, dissemination, and publishing. The
ability to think critically and creatively is known from feedback through the classical
question-and-answer method which is then discussed. Questions as identified by Ged
Gast are intended to encourage creative, imaginative, or innovative thinking to foster
speculation, ideas, and challenge to a higher order of thought using examples and
building student responses [20]. The question uses why, how, where, and which.

Figure 1: Development research procedures.
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3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Result
The design of teaching materials has been validated and deserves further implementation. The manifestation of teaching material design is structured as follows:
1. Activation, as a cognitive foundation, puts it at the beginning to open the student’s
brain to synchronize between the contents of the reading with the experience that
has been stored in his memory. Example of activation:
Humans live in a varied and varied environment as well as human responses to
that environment. Tropical regions such as Indonesia, which has low- temperature
fluctuations, do not affect fashion. But in the sub-tropical and temperate latitudes,
fashion must be adjusted to the temperature of the season, because winters are very
cold, and summers are very hot. Fashion for summer is impossible for winter or vice
versa. However, Indonesia is affected by seasonal rhythms, so during the rainy season
wear a raincoat, and during the dry season wear a jacket. Vegetation life is affected
by rainfall and temperature, such as in areas that have 4 seasons, vegetation thrives
and develops in spring or spring, while in autumn the leaves fall, then winter vegetation
experiences a period of rest such as dormancy. In tropical areas such as Indonesia,
vegetation can thrive and be green all the time, but some wither in the dry season as
a decisive season feature. The toughness of the weather can occur in extremes, such
as too cold temperatures, too hot temperatures, and the occurrence of storms, this
has become a hydrometeorological disaster. The climate has changed globally, does it
affect the territory of Indonesia?
1. Confirmation, contains learning objectives that require student commitment to do
so and can be written on the sheet provided.
Like a kite that is restrained, it has a clear direction, can be controlled, and can be
fun. The direction of the kite corresponds to the direction of the wind, and the direction
of the wind is clear to North, South, West, or East. Kites can swoop, turn, and soar.
Various colors adorn the kite, attractive, dazzling, and can be a fun activity. Have you
ever played a kite? What are the main requirements to be able to fly a kite? If you have
played kites with some friends, where have you played kites? Do you see that the kite
is going in one direction? As you learned about the wind, then you have a clear goal,
namely:
1.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i16.12190
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(b) Finding [the cause of the hurricane
(c) Find the cause of the storm
(d) Finding facts about the impact of storms on human life
(e) Find ways to mitigate meteorological disasters in Indonesia
If there are other goals, please write them here:
3. Activities, containing the concept of the climate impact on life which is divided into
influence on health, agricultural cultivation, the comfort of life, acclimatization, climate
change, extreme weather, acid rain, greenhouse effect, global warming, and tasks. An
example of brain activity can be seen in the following example statement:
Each storm moves with its trajectory. However, in general, storms that form north of
the equator move west or northwest, and storms that form south of the equator move
west or southwest. This is related to many factors including the direction of the Earth’s
rotation and the Coriolis force it creates. Tropical storms move directly proportional to
the magnitude of the Coriolis force of the earth, apply the mathematical function Sinus
(Ф = latitude). Because Indonesia is located in the equatorial region with low latitude,
the sine price obtained is close to zero. This makes it impossible for any tropical storm
to cross Indonesian territory. Based on climatological data, the growing area of tropical
storms is above 10𝑜 South Latitude from December to April and above 10𝑜 South Latitude
from September to November.
The statement exposes students to assimilate or accommodate the concepts that
already exist in their memory. This assimilation process can proceed to the next reading,
if not then the accommodation process by means of students looking for the previous
reading or giving a question mark and can ask during lectures.
Indonesia is not like countries that are often on the trajectory of storms such as
America, Japan, Australia, the Philippines, or other countries. Indonesia will only be
affected indirectly in the form of strong winds, high waves, and rain in areas close to
where the storm is growing. During the dry season, Tropical Storms grow around the
waters north of Papua New Guinea and move towards the Philippines and Korea/Japan.
Storms of this type include Tropical Storm Cimarron (6 October – 6 November 2006),
Tropical Storm Durian (26 November – 6 December 2006), and Tropical Storm Utor
(6 – 14 December 2006). Usually, the affected areas are around North Sulawesi and
Papua New Guinea. During the rainy season, tropical storms grow around the waters
of the Timor Sea or the Gulf of Carpentaria and move towards the West or Southwest.
Storms of this type include Tropical Storm Nelson (6 – 7 February 2007), Tropical Storm
George (3 – 9 March 2007), and Hurricane Jacob (7 – 12 March 2007). This storm affects
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i16.12190
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weather conditions in the areas of East Nusa Tenggara, West Nusa Tenggara, Java, Bali
and South Sumatra.
In this statement expect students to open their memory or mind map and have a
dialogue with the concepts that exist in the memory. The concept in student memory
should be about the rainy season occurring in the month and the position of the sun in
the northern or southern hemisphere so that the ITCZ pathway can be known. If this has
been found then there is no difficulty for students to read the sequel. Another activity
is to observe several pictures and students are assigned to create stories related to
the pictures. The story can be written in the space that is available. We intend this to
explore students’ knowledge of synthesis.
The activity of looking at the picture to create a short narrative that is related to
the image and interrelated. This is intended so that students can be motivated to
imagine and set forth in logical stories. Images as natural phenomena that occur in
the environment are sourced from environments that have been known by students.
Other tasks students must do to answer questions that can be discussed with other
students and reported results. Reading resources can access the website link provided.
4. Resume is the final step in closing the topic of teaching materials derived from
previous readings that have been studied by students. Example resume as follows.
Climate occupies a region for many years. Humans and other living things have
adapted over the years. Adaptation as a form of adjustment to the climate. Genetic
climates have led human life to a fertile area with green vegetation. In places overgrown
with vegetation, where there is also a water source, this is an indicator of a wet climate.
Humans have controlled the climate. However, nowadays humans have controlled
the climate or man- made climate so that the climate changes. The earth is getting
hotter due to human activities. More and more greenhouse gases fill the atmosphere,
causing higher temperatures to cover the whole world (global warming). Humans are
adapting again to the new climate, but humans who are not able to adapt become a
disaster. Extreme weather sinks fishing boats, floods hit villages, people starve. Long,
dry summers make farmland dry, plants die, animals die, and humans die too. Efforts
to control the dangers of extreme weather have been called for and even enacted
worldwide, namely to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and carry out reforestation of
one man one tree.
This resume contains moral messages about the consequences of human activity that
cause climate change and so that students can have empathy for the people affected
by climate. In addition, students are expected to be able to explore their knowledge
and find ideas to reduce the effects of climate change.
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3.2. Discussion
Design of teaching materials based on brain-based learning can improve curiosity, and
curiosity is important for a scientist [30], a trigger curiosity to activate the learning system
in the brain [31]. Curiosity is an intrinsic desire to know, see, or experience that motivates
search behavior [32]. Information seeking through reading the conditions of students
learning without pressure, they have dialogue, and internet access puts students in a
state of general relaxation to improve innate [33] and assist the process of assimilation
[34]. Students have patterned the habit of learning critical and creative thinking through
constructive teaching materials and have been synchronized with the way of the brain
learns. This shows that the ability to think critically and creatively can be awakened.
The ability to think critically and creatively can be aroused because teaching materials
containing writing and pictures have consequences for reading activities. Reading is
not pronounced but processed in the brain through eye sensors. The clarity of letters,
the clarity of words or pictures, the correctness of language, the clutter of sentences,
and the accuracy of context have an effect on the clarity of information. Sentences or
words and terms are recognized. The introduction of words or terms that have been
understood, forms a new mental representation through information transformation
[6] and manipulates internal symbols that are full of meaning[7]. Emile Javal found
the phenomenon that in the process of reading the human eye does not observe
letter by letter sequentially but moves in small jumps (sacred motion) accompanied
by instantaneous fixation at certain points. At this time assimilation occurs with his
knowledge and experience, dialogue, discussion, and pattern synchronization occur
[6].
Learning and memory are driven by context [35], the context is the topic of teaching
materials. The teaching materials topic of writing and drawing that involve the sensor
senses (especially the eyes). Reading depends on the ability to recognize the visual
symbols of the alphabet in the right order. The eyes make small movements flicking
from one letter to the next. The letters are identified during each eye fixation, but
the order is given by the pointing eye when each letter is visible. Visual control of
the eye’s movement system is dominated by a large network of neurons known as
the magnocellular system. This tissue can be traced directly from the retina, through
pathways to the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, to the motor neurons of the eye
muscles. The magnocellular system plays an important role in helping to turn the eyes
on each letter in turn, and hence determine its order [36].
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The teaching materials lead to the formation of critical and creative thinking, involving
the brain-based learning theory [3], cognitive theory and its application [4], cognitive
psychology [6], and brain-based learning [7] [17]. The indication lies in responsive action
in the form of questions [37]. In this regard, the content of teaching materials involves
more students in thinking about concepts. Students can find their own clarity of the
concept of using his mind, a link to the internet for the development of knowledge and
reasoning. Students use their reasoning to analyze, synthesize, analogize, think critically,
and creatively, as well as metaphysical or meta-cognitive abilities [6] to explore logic.
The teaching materials cannot be separated from the influence of communication
technology, such as laptops, hand phones, and wifi into a tool to complete information.
In this regard, teaching materials be relevant, to accommodate the needs of students
self, pay attention to the student world as a customized and work-oriented environment.
Students are free to browzing and it has become their passion to explore information
without limits.
The attractiveness of the teaching materials lies in setting the layout display teaching
materials in the form of pictures, graphs, and maps as supporting texts. Appearance can
give the impression of a supportive view and as an attractive framework [7]. Support
for textual content has principles of relevance and unity, can strengthen long-term
memory [3][4][5][7]. Content bears a special name that is topical and distinguishes it
from other content even on the same teaching material but remains consistent in the
continuity between topics. The characteristics of this content can provide direction for
competencies that can be realized in students. In other words, the identification of
specific content needs provides an indication of the competency that can be realized
by students. This content specification cannot be separated from the curriculum which
has become a procedural system.
The capacity for creative thinking of students is not always influenced by academic
ability. Low academic ability is not necessarily low creative potential, and high academic
ability does not necessarily indicate high creativity [38]. This can occur because the
development of creative thinking is not only through learning but also through a culture
that is ’wrapped up ’ in the ability to think creatively. Culture as a source of experience
to act creatively. Creative action is shown by the interaction of individuals (personality,
intelligence, knowledge, and experience) with contextual factors (education, social
environment, family, economic, and physical conditions) [39].
The ability to think critically and creatively students is an important educational goal
[40] contained in the curriculum, which is to produce high quality and highly competitive
graduates. The ability to think critically and creatively remains permanently stored in
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long-term memory. Students can easily summon and utilize critical and creative thinking
skills in unfamiliar situations, because the brain learns new patterns but while learning
in its own pattern [33].

4. Conclusion
The design of teaching materials with the ACAR model has been able to sharpen
the brains of students and inspire them to think critically and creatively because on
teaching materials students are actively invited to think. Critical and creative thinking
as a logical consequence of brain-based learning that involves all thinking skills to
respond carefully and argumentatively to the context. The structured pattern in the
format of teaching materials makes it easy for students to accept assignments with no
psychological pressure, but there is a challenge to learn. The teaching materials are
narrated as if students have a role in them so students are interested and enthusiastic
to learn. Critical and creative thinking has become a mandatory menu that is manifested
in asking, answering, or presenting ideas. Students who already have the critical and
creative thinking skills that have been honed can be utilized in other situations.
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